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STUDENT is published periodically by the
Ukrainian Canadian University Students' Union,

Articles and editorials do not necessarily
represent the views of the National Executive
of the Ukrainian Canadian University Students'
Union nor of the Congress of Ukrainian Canadian Students under whose mandate this newspaper is published.
Only signed articles will be accepted. The
Editorial Board accepts only signed materials,
and may publish them signed with initials or
pseudonym if so desired by the author."
STUDENT is the newspaper for Ukrainian Canadian students. It is an open forum for articles and comments by students and for comments
and criticisms by non-students.
The opinions and thoughts in this newspaper
represent the particular situation in which
the Ukrainian Canadian student movement finds
itself, both within the Ukrainian Canadian
community and within the Canadian society.

Effective December 25, 1975, the new office of the Ukrainian Canadian Students'
Union (National Executive) and of the Editorial Board of "Student" will be:
191 Lippincott Street,
Toronto Ontario.
The new telephone will be announced later.
NOTI CE TO OUR READERS
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Due to the exhorbitant costs of typesetting, STUDENT will now be typed,
This is due to a lack of funds to match
the increasing expenses.
Until such a
time that we are able to ensure ourselves
financially, we ask that you excuse the
occasional misprints and distortions that
may occur with this system.
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MULTICULTURALISM
BACK TO THE

:

HARBUZ PATCH

By Marijka Hurko

The government's recent revelation that
it's rnul ti cul tural sm programme will now
emphasise "intergroup understanding" to
fight discrimination of the 'real' minorities, that is, non-whites, convinces tre
that the Liberal government has absolutely failed to understand even to this day
the differences in the rights, reflected
by unique needs, between immigrants and
indigenous Canadians of non-Engl ish and
non-French background.

degree.
It proved that the Quebecois are
desperately serious about survival, and tha
they know it does not lie in the sensitis
ti on of Canadians to pea soup. No,
nuch
more - it lies in socio-occupational parity with the 'other founding race' throughout the social fabric of Canada.
The result
government financed bilingual train
ing; French as a language of media and air
traffic communication; a rising Quebecois
technocracy; and anti -multi cul tural sm.
:

The maneouvering of the multicultural programme to embrace racism and immigration
stinks of political expediency
a cashing in on a public swing to the right on
a law and order platform and making it
sound as if it was part and parcel of an
existing programme. To kill a second bird
with the same stone - the clamouring
'ethnics' would be pushed into the back
seat, perhaps indefinitely, by a word-juggling bureacrat who over night created a
'real
minority out of the non-whites.
Does this imply that the white non-dominant cultures are false minorities ? Is
the government blatantly racist by recognising a 'real' minority only on the
ground that its colour is different? Is
it in the same breath discriminating against the traditional minorities {to use
a government term}?

arose after Trudeau's introduction of
the
policy in 1971 have becor.e a big yawn, as
Canadians over the past four years have"
had about all the 'sensitisation' they car
stand to painted easter eggs, briaht national costumes, and other transplanted
cultural traits.
It had become quite obvious to all that multicjlturalism needed
drastic revision, urgently - or the Liberals could claim credit "tc financing the
biggest fad in Canadian history.

:

'

Cries for revision came from the minority
ethnocultures themselves, the Ukrainians
being the most vocal.
They articulated
that the multicultural policy ignored la*
nguage maintenance, and was by that very
fact a farce and a failure. Their demand
was that government de-emphasize multicultural grants for acti vi ti es that simply
perpetuated certain cultural traits
the
culinery arts; restoration of sharavary
;
X to the power of ten number of choirs
;
and the like - and pour much needed funds
into areas that would promote the develoomejrtof our culture: education in the 0krainian language in public schools; a living language in the media; and in the arts.
Make Ukrainian a working lanauage and we
would have a living culture."
'

:

The needs of immigrants .whether Jamaican,
Japanese or Portugueses, are basically
related to a need for acceptance. The needs
of cultures already established, and not
being regenerated by immigration, are
ones of proper atmospheric conditions for
their cultures to tnrive- ana this is true
for both whites and non-whites. Both categories are obliged to contribute to this
country in labour and taxes, and in return
can demand their rights.
The distinction
that should be made is, thus, not between
white and non-white, but between immigrants
and indigenous Canadians.

The government, of course, understood the
aptness of these demands.
After all they
were vocalised by the Quebecois, and recognised as rights in the government's bilingualism policy. Obviously if bilingualism
is a right
of the French- and English speaking, multi 11 ngual sm is a right of all
Canadians.
The government, however, will not politically understand this. The proof? - they
have drowned the demands of minority ethnocultures in a sea of paper work created
by a tangle of committees all studying
each other.
If a government research team
produced something worthwhile, it was counteracted. A case in ooint is the excel lent Non-Official Languages Study (MCL),
finished in 1974. It j 5 19 76 and what of
it? First it had all its punch remcved,
and then stalled, while tne government embarked on a Majority Attitudes Study
to
make damn sure that none of the fiOL recommendations interfered with the rights cf
the majority groups. What kind cf attitude
1s this
we may wel
ask?

The needs of immigrants should find
response in the programmes of the Ministry of
Manpower and Immigration, the Citizenship
Branch of the Secretary of State,
and so
forth, while their riqhts,
as all others
are
guaranteed by the Canadian Bill
cf
Rights.
But to transform multicultural sp
into a white knight programme battling racial discrimination of recent immigrants
is an admittance that what the government
made mul t4 cul tural sm to be over the post
four years did nothing to preoare
us for
mutual tolerance.
That is why tolerance,
which had to be intrinsic to the multiculturalism programme, is now the emphasis for it was the most glaring failure.
The
correct solution, however, is not Munro's,
but one which-would intensify tolerance i'
understanding between the host mul t
-cultures.
For discrimination is nut created
by immigrants, but is a product of our owr
the host's,
intolerance, egoism and greet
The solution is not one which enables
to know no more about my German neighbour
than .that he makes good" kuchen
one
but
that gives me access to his literature,
art and history in Canada.
This is
the
groundwork for respect.
.

;

,

,

Unfortunately, all this - although philosophically quite intelligible to the government - is largely irrelevant in the
context of politics, or what the Liberal
government feels it must do for the sake
of political expediency.
The proper ques
tion, then, is why the Liberals feel that
political expediency dictates the abandon
cf a mu'i r,icui tural sm policy tnat is
meaningful for the minority cultures inci
genous to Canada.

1

.

This treatment goes beyond bureacratic incompetence, to out ri gut schematic
Mul ti cul tural sm was createo not only
to
pacify East European voters angered by
Trudeau's ignorant analogy cf Soviet Ukra
inian dissidents to the FLQ. Sulticulturalism was also createo as a nancy tec!
with which to stem tne flow of Quebecois
aspirations into sacred bastions, specifically, in the socio-occupational sphere
in the form of controlling positions in
government and the economy.
The government denied Quebecois aspi rati ons "wi t.
excuses that the pie now had to be shared with the minority grouos.
It is not
by accident that French-Canadians
and
the other ethnocultural minorities are
pitted glaringly against each other over
the proverbial pie with the attitude of my
gain sr your loss.

,

A combination of factors indicated a seem
ingly clear plan of action to the Liberals
These factors were: first, that the Lib eral electoral stronghold was seated in
Quebec; secondly, that the last election
showed that multiculturalism was not a'
burning issue to the western voter; and,
thirdly, that the strides in bilingualism
were shocking non-French Canada. The plan
of action - without alienating Quebec,
freeze bilingualism to pacify'the non-French, and phase out multiculturalism
with the same stroke.

This process was first evident
with the demo tion of multiculturalism
from the sphere of a Minister of State to
a drawer in the desk of the Minister
of
Labour. Then came the budget cuts:
from
$10 million to $5-3million; the slow death
by committees; and the final humiliation
of the Canadian Consultative Council
on
Multiculturalism - the government's own
advisory body - whose intelligent report
was disregarded.

However, this, the government's final copout is not necessarily a post mortem on a
meaningful multiculturalism policy. Muhros
report, prepared by Jameson Bond and Rosana Scotti, will be deliberated by tne Cabinet in January. There is^ time to act:
it is up to us, in solidarity with the
other groups to put an end to this shaft
and demand our rights.
First, and fore most stands our right to formulate a poli
which is aimed at our welfare.
Multiculturalism has never been consicely defined - we should be defining that oolicy
and everything that it irplies!
Tire is
runing out before the so-called "Multicultural Reality" of tcday becomes tne multicultural myth of tomorrow.'

MEANWHILE.
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- the Liberal Deliof multiculturalism has become a rsval
pain in the neck fcr tne government.
Tne
euphcria and benevolent intentions wni en

The Liberal government found itself in
a
rather painful position. The slogan of a
bilingual Canada had gone out of hand. It
was alienating western Canadians who were
being irrationally shoved into ill-planned
bilingual districts; as well as eminent
Anglo chauvinists, staunch be livers in En*
glish as the language of internationalism
Worst of all was the fear that multi cultural ism was a venicle for the Quebecois
pattern of development, on the oart of the
other ethnocultures with their sophisticate
demands

removed

U-

from

kiainc.

"We're
not
Ukrainian
we're Canadians of Ukraii ian
origin, and we're proud of it."

Trcyanda Restaurant
which opened in Nov. 1071, Mrs. Pshyk said.
feature about 130 songs writThe restaurant, brainc nld
ten in Ukrainian only.
of Mr. Koziak and si-v.-ra!
"Ukrainian people love to local businessmen, features
sing und tliey never can seem traditional recipes, decc ratto git enough of it," said ing ideas and materials colAnne rshyk, an Edmon- lected in Ukraine. A local artton school
teacher who at- ist was hired to decorate the
in the

tends the singalongs regular-

walls with ceramics

and

tra-

ditional Ukrainian designs.
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NOT AS GLORIOUS AS

IT

SEEMS

vincial departments of education, and
why is the policy not shoved down everyone's throat by the federal government until it is accepted by all, especially in light of the government's
pushiness on the bilingual policy.
On the question of multilingual broadcasting the UCC did little more than
restate the demand for regional air
time on CBC for Ukrainian-language bro-

adcasting.

Again some consultation wi-

th other interested parties in the Uk-

,

..
12

..

-

Earlier this year, the National Presidium of the Ukrainian Canadian Committee (UCC) met with Prime Minister Trudeau and some of his sidekicks from Ottawa and Winnipeg.
This is not the first time that Trudeau has met with representatives of the Ukrainian Canadian
community:
in 1971 he had met with representatives of the Ukrainian Canadian
Conmittee following his return from a
trip to the Soviet Union, during which
he had compared Ukrainian dissidents
with Quebec separatists. There was also a meeting between Trudeau and representatives of students in Winnipeg who
demamded that Trudeau take a supportive stand on the question of Valentyn
Moroz and make his views known to the
Soviet Union.
Needless to say, Trudeau's wishy-washy attitude brought
few results.

However, a few words must be said about UCC's tactics and approach to issues of concern to the UC community
and its meetings with Trudeau.
The latest meeting held between Trudeau and
the (entire) Presidium of the Ukrainian Canadian Committee was far less successful char, what the Ukrainian Canadian press had reported.
In fact, it
can be said that the Prime Minister made no commitments and laughed all the
way to his next engagement.
The Ukrainian Canadian Committee did
not see fit to consult its member organisations in preparing the presentation to Trudeau, nor did it solicit
advice from various individuals within the community in the preparation of
the presentation.
This is especially
strange in the light of knowledge that
Trudeau is a very capable performer
when it comes to such presentations.
It is my information that very little
time was spent by the executive in the
preparation of the presentation; once
the various sections were written up,
there was little discussion on who
would make the presentation and with
what kind of strategy, and most imp
rtant!y - what issues should receive
priority in presentation.

Instead, the executive met one week before the Trudeau meeting with the discussion centering on the nature of the
gift to be given to Trudeau for his children, and when everyone would si an the
books. Really gentlemen, is this not

bordering on the absurd?
Is this not
the height of irresponsibility?
Could
not this time have been spent more wisely to prepare the presentation, to decide on the priorities of presentation,
and to perhaps consult with others on
the strategy?
The UCC brief itself raised some issues:
the question of government funding for
the building of Ukrainian centres and
other funds for the Ukrainian press, the
question of multilingual broadcasting on
the CBC networks, and finally the question of Canada's stand on human rights
in the USSR.
As matters of specific demands these questions are as old as motherhood and fatherhood, and hence beyond reproach. But these issues alone
fail to raise the problem of the Federal Government's irresponsibility in implementing the policy of multiculturalism across the board.
They fail to
challenge the government's sincerity in
implementing the policy. To use the
words of the brief, the Ukrainian Canadian Conmittee is interested in the
'preservation' of the Ukrainian culture
in Canada.

Why does the Ukrainian Canadian Committee use the word "preservation"; after
all, why have Ukrainian Canadian organisations such as the Business and Professional Federation and SUSK been fighting for the development of the Ukrainian Canadian culture and community?
Nobody is interested in preserving Ukrainians in antiquated shells dating
to the 1930's:
is it not this preservation that has led to a flight from
the community by countless numbers?

Why did the brief not raise the question of the government's sincerity in implementing the policy? Why is it that
multicultural ism is still a policy enclosed in a minor directorship within
a ministry:
isn't it time after four
or five years of this nonsense to have a Commissioner of Multi culturalism,
much like the Commissioner of Official
Languages, who will see to the implementation of the multicultural policy
at all levels of government?
And why
is it that the government still actively pursues a bicultural policy when
the multicultural policy was to do away with that unrealistic view of Canada?
Why does the government not fund
third language instruction through pro-

rainian Canadian community would have
told them that we don't need any more
amateur hours:
the demand must be
that the CBC/government pay for national Ukrainian programming on the CBC
radio and television in the three languages in order to allow for coast to
coast communication within the Ukrainian Canadian community, in order to
have the CBC bring out Ukrainian cultural talent, to provide it with a professional outlet that it cannot possibly find within the community, in order to utilise the Ukrainian language
in a contemporary setting, in order
that it develop in ci rsumstances that
it presently cannot achieve.
More time definitely should have been
spent on the principles of the issues,
and not just on making demands which
would not lead to the conclusive development of the community.
The issues
raised by the brief were not the major issues confronting the community;
they do nothing for the development of
the community.
At best, they can only
be seen as attempts to convince the

convinced Ukrainians. Why can't more time be spent worrying about the
whole of the community?
Finally, the hour came.
The Executive, Trudeau and his local sidekicks were comfortably eating in the
hotel and making their presentations.
Trudeau dictated the topics; discussion started on the question of human rights.
Far too much time was
spent on this, and as a result there
was not enough time to discuss issues of primary concern to the Ukrainian community - the community itself and its demands. Why? Because
each section was presented by a different member of the executive, because they were not prepared with
short statements.
In Trudeau 's own
words, the Executive of the Ukrainian Canadian Committee must learn how
to speak more effectively to the government and get its point across.

Well, the hallowed halls of the former Credit Foncier building, (now housing the Ukrainian Canadian Committee
and the City of Winnipeg Welfare Departmenywill echo in dismay and anger at these words, and many words
will hail oown upon the SUSK rep to
KYK.
But really Mssrs Radchuk, Kondra, Bashuk et al
isn't it time that
you stopped trying to criticise these
editorials and articles and started
acting like the central representative body of Ukrainian Canadians?
And isn't it time that the Ukrainian
Canadian Conmittee started being that
central representative body in fact,
instead of trying to prevent various
interest groups from going to the federal government directly?
Perhaps
if you would take the lead and not
just hold on to the tail you would
succeed.
Let's get with it.
.

,

Y.
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Ontario Meets to Discuss Changes In
Multicultural Policy

5

AN ONTARIO MPP RE PONDS' TO MUTftO

The Executive of the Ontario
Provincial
Council of the Ukrainian Canadian
Ccrrnii
tee held a meeting on Saturday,
December 6 in Toronto. During the meeting,
the major topic of discussion
was the
recently-announced change in the policy
of multicultrualism made public by John
Munro, Minister responsible for
Multituralism.

Last week Tony Grande, MPP from the Toronto area, and active supporter of the
policy of multi culturalism was interviewed by our reporter from the Toronto
office. Mr. Grande has been active within the Italian-Canadian community,
particularly in the introduction of bilingual programmes in the Toronto School Board for recently arrived
Italians.
The aim of these programmes is to
integrate the children and their parents in
to the Canadian system without causing
a loss of the Italian language
by the
children, or the development of a "split cultural personality" within the
children and the family.
The programme has been funded by the Toronto School Board and by the Italian Consulate.
The Federal Government has not extended any support.

'

During the meeting a concrete rationalisation for Munro's move was discussed.
Citing the initial political expediency
with which the policy was introduced
in
1971 as an attempt to win votes in the
west for the Liberals, and the failure
of this move, as well as the pressure of
the Quebec caucus of the Liberal Party
gainst the policy, members of the Executive saw that this was equally ah expedient time for the government to cancel
the policy.
With the aooroachina Christmas and 'inalanka' season, and the accoe
pannying ereoccuoati on with various events by the Ukrainian oraanizations
as
well as the Dresent battle by the Jewish
community against Palestinian presence
in Canada at UN Conferences, the government 1s exDectina that there will be li
ttle response to its moves.
,

Mr. Grande's initial reaction to the remarks made by Mr. Munro was that this mo
ve in fact ends the government's policy
of multiculturalism.
In-seeing the rec
ent changes made within the Multicultural Directorate, starting with the firing
of Haidasz, Mr. Grande says that the who
le policy was a result of some political
expediency of the government originally
The government never had any intentions
of implementing a policy, and it was only the IV Volume of the Report of the Ro
yal Corrmission on Bilingualism and Bicul
turalism which put it into that position
Even so, the government's
implementati
amounted to no more than tokenism, he sta

In view of the governments s reversal
its position regarding multicul turali sm
the Executive has demanded that Munro
d Trudeau come to a meeting with the Na
tional Executive of the Ukrainian Canadi
an Committee and with representatives of
the various provincial UCC bodies.
It
is hoped that this will insure that Mun
ro does not ignore the community organi
zations in his discussions with local cu
mmunities.
Other measures to corrbat Mun
ro are the publication and distribution
of a leaflet to the Ukrainian conmunity
calling on the writing of letters to
and letters to the editors, the oublica
tion of a news release, and the staging
1

1

ted.

The. only way to fight racism and discrim
ination, Mr. Grande stated, was by incre
asing the awareness of groups within the
mselves and about each other.
Such a mo
ve can only be made by aiding groups to
develop in the Canadian setting through
a policy a multiculturalism.
In making
the decision to fight discrimination and
racism as isolated issues, Mr. Munro is
going against all recommendations of both
the recently released Non-Official Langu
ages Study and the IVth Volume of the Bi
lingualism and Bi culturalism Commission
Mr. Grande feels.

of a meeting with representatives of non
Ukrainian Canadian community organi zati
ons.
It is believed that these measures
will prevent the governmnet from moving
into the new but foolish area of action
of multi culturali sm.

ESTABIISUIOT OF UKRAINIAN RESEARCH
FOUNDATION

,

INC.

The
tly
the
The
1on

UKRAINIAN RESEARCH FOUNDATION was recer
established in Enolewood Cclorado fpr
purpose of suDpoi-tino Ukrainian Studies
objectives of this non-profit organizat
are the followina:
To encourage scholarly research and writinc
relating to Ukraine and Eastern Eurcne.ana"
to provide publishing opportunities for the
se writings.
To study Ukrainian ethnic minorities in sev
eral countries (primarily in the United Sta
tes and Canada) and to promote wider knewie
dge and appreciation of Ukrainian contribu;
ions to these countries.
To cooperate with research associations anc
organizations that have similar goals.
To establish and maintain a research
library
'
to support Ukrainian studies.
The Advisory Council of the URF, which ever
sees the research activities of the Feunfiai
ion, consists cf such distinguished scholar*
as: Dr. Karko Antonovych, Or.
Qaran, Cr. Bchdan R. Scciurkiw, Dr. Jurij
Bojko-Blochyn, Dr. Taras
Cr. Vcloc-.
ymyr Kubijovych, Dr. Georoe S.N. Lucky j Or
Vasyl Mark us, Dr. Ivan UsiaK-fwonvtskv,
Or. George Shevelov. Or.'Orsst Suoteirw ^nd
Or. Lubonyr R
Tr.e Cftainnan cf t"s
Advisary Council is 2r. Alexarcer OSbobVn
a noted historian cf international reflation and oresiccnt of tne Ukrainian Frs* Acao
einy of Arts anc Sciences
in tr,e J.S.'as
as of the Ukrainian historical Asscci at- :n.
.

.

.

Some of the activities of the Utt- mdiirin
pubHstrtn;
the fallow,^:
Chyzhevsky's HISTOPY OF UKRAINIAN LITERATURE
in English; kulish's SONATA PATHETIC L'£
(n
English translationiand the first coej.Ter.tary study of Cossack historv in
En«1 *sh
:
under the title 4A3S?.U?GS
-^",- ri
COSSACK: THE DIARY OF uUCfl LASSOTA \.

/

Grande intends to question the Premier of Ontario on the Provincial Govern
ment's position on multiculturalism, to
ensure that this government does not renege on ts poli
Mr.

.

Mr.

Steven E. Paproski (Edmonton Centre): Mr.
in light of the growing interest in multiculturalI should like to usk the Prime Minister
to
indicate to the House when this government intends to
Speaker,

ism

a
minister
multitulturalis "
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is
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Right Hon. P. E. Trudeau (Prime Minister)Mr
Speaker, we have the Minister of Labour who is
entrusted
with this special aspect of policy in Canada. I think
the
hon. member should not be pressing the government
to ,el
p a ministry for every special interest "roup in Canada.

Some

lion.

Members: Oh.

We

Mr. Trudesu:

members

An

-

of

Cabinet —
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TAILORS

will keep on if you will shut up Excuse
that was not directed to Your Worship.

I

Members: Oh,

';
i.

Mr.

would

hon. Member: Keep on.

Trudeau:

.

Th
dvisory Council welcomes suggestiens
and^ ^
hopes to recieve wiiiespn-ad s unpen
-or
its goals. The offices of the Ukrainian
Research Foundation arc located in tne retro
politan Denver area, at 6931 Soutn Yose^te
Street, EngJewood, Colorado.

$400

Canada

appoint

STEBLAU, 1594.
Similarly the URF has released two >rono
graphs: UKRAINE 1917-1921: A STUDY
edited by Processor! Huncsak end
With a preface by professor fl. Pi^o S
and Sverstiuk's CLMKSTINE ESSAYS
translated into English and edited by
Professor
G. Luckyj.

.LlfTION,

in

oh'

1050

ST.

Mr. Speaker, in view of the fact that mure
of Canada's population is composed of

'pie who are not members of the two dominant ,'roups
Canada, does the Prime Minister not consider the needs
this rather large group
being important enough to
iheir own minister and their own ministry?

Winnipeg, Manitoba

.
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March 25th, 1975 marked the date when
Canadian brcadcaster Casimir Stanczykowski
succeeded in becoming the first non-AnglcSaxon/Fronch/Jewish broadcaster tD join
:he venerable 'corporate elite' ranks of
the HcOougalls, the Haters, the Stirlings,.
the Rogers and the Tietolmans - the corporate network broadcasters of this country.
I'm referring to the opening of Mr. Stanczykowski's second ethnic radio staion, CKJS in
Winnipeg and the sixth in Canada where programs in seventeen
languages
are broadcast
40% of the time. The questionable 40* ruling
invoked by the Board or" Broadcast Governers,
on January 22nd, 1962, has to this
day been
upheld by the Canadian Radio Television Commission (CRTC)

Despite the creative constraints in programming content imposed by a conservative management, the initial Ukrainian program team
of Ryssia Sitnick, Reman Onufreychuk, Bohdan
Zaitsev, and Yaroslav Bochinsky succeeded
with two
hour daily programs in attracting a widely diversified audience, responsive
to the fast-paced programming based on a wellorchestrated musi cal interplay of traditional
homeland and local contemDorary recordings,
bl urbs
blended in with
eormurn" ty-i n teres t
public affairs capsules and children-oriented
discovery montages.
,

CKJS's Roman Onufreychuk
There is no doubt that the Canadian RadioTelevision Commission's
endorsement of an
ethnic radio outlet in Winnipeg comes directly in response to the public outcry which
surfaced when the CBC sought CRTC approval
for the wholesale purchase of Winnipeg radio
station CKSB for the ourpose of establishing
a full-time French broadcasting service in
francophone (?) Manitoba.
At that time, the
programming on CKSB represented the primary
source of relevant ethnic content programming
for most ethnic listeners in Southern Manitoba
Despite the massive opposition and a public
hearing a Montreal (sic) where all the interveners were flcwn in (at public exoense)
CBC, as expected, was given the green light
to operationalize it's essential 'French
life support' link to those few 'culturally
deprived francophone Manitobans.

land but can help to inculcate instruction in the Canadian way of
life - government, customs, traditions, culture - more easily than
would otherwise be the case.
...The broadcaster is permitted
to devote from 25 to 40S of his
time on the air between 6a.m. and
12 midni«ght to special programming
aimed at foreign-language listeners.
...The Board will not consider recommending a licence with such a notation unless it can be demonstrated to
the satisfaction of the Board that
between 150,000 and 200,000 potential
listeners with mother tongues other
than English or French live within
the confines of the area that the proposed station would serve, and no such
f orei gn- anguage service will be authorized except in multi-station mar1

kets."

These unwarranted demograDhic constraints limited the extension of ethnic programming to Montreal and Toronto at that time.
While this regulation has since been modified allcwina for
more extensive ethnic programming expansion, the
the 40% ceiling on multilingual programming sti
applies to this day.

Casimir G.

1
1

Stanczykowski:

1

Following the gap created by the loss of
CKS2 ethnic programing, Mr.
Stanczvkowski
sensing the 'moment of opportunity ', filed
an aoplication with the CRTC cn Nov.
5,
1373, for authority to establish a fulltime ethnic radio broadcasting outlet in Winnipeg.
In a gesture that can only be interpreted as a pacifying tactic, the Commission demonstrated its overwne imi ng
generosity' in granting the Polish Canadian
the authority to go ahead with what
news/broaocasti ng magnate Lord Thompson
once called 'a licence to print money'.
1

1

While many critics viewed this move
as a
victory, few of them knew that the battle
to establish ethnic broadcasting in
Winnipeg had been won by Mr. Stanczykowski
only
after an unprecedented five applications
"•er a period of eight years.
The first application was heard on September 13th, 1966 before the Board of Broadcast Governors, and denied on the basis
of
being contrary to the Board's policy of
foreign languages as given n ts Public
Announcement of January 22, 192:
"By mixing some periods, of foreignlanguage (sic) broadcasting with
English and French over a broadcasting station, the broadcaster
can assist in not only making the
newcomer feel less lonely in a new

it

look five ap-

plications before
his

Winnipeg
was

licence

granted.

The second application was filed October
28,
1966, but the frequency applied for, 1190 kilocycles, was instead granted to Soo Line
Broadcasting Co. Ltd. in Heyburin, Saskatchewan. The third application was filed for the
810 kilocycles frequency with the Board on
March 6, 1967.
This application was never
..eard and in his letter
Auyusc 6, 1967
(five months later), the then Secretary of
the Board, Mr. Foster informed Mr. Stanczykowski that the matter was beinq brought to
the attention of the Board.
No'action resulted from these assurances.

After the Board of Broadcast Governors was
restructured in 1S68, and the Canadian RadioTelevision Commission was established, a
fourth application was filed with the Commision on July 25, 1968 for the same 810 kilocycle frequency.
A letter dated October 17,
1968, signed by the chairman Pierre Juneau informed Mr. Stanczykowski that, "Your application for a Winnipeg radio station is presently being studied and a decision regardino
the
possibility of placing it on the agenda of an
announced public hearing should be forthcoming.

Again, the application was never heard and it
was four years later on January 21st, 1972 tha\
Stanczykowski received further communication in
reference to his 1968 appl cati on whi ch read:
"Your submissi on is being returned herewith so
that you may bring it up to date in the event
that you may wish to proceed with it." During this four year period, another ethnic
language radio station CJVB was licensed to
operate in Vancouver, Mr Stanczykowski s associates and financial partners had understandab
ly lost interest in the application and the
transmitter site and studio land costs had
risen dramatically.
,

'

The fifth and last application was filed on
November 5 1973 and with public pressure
building up, it was apparent that the CRTC
was only too happy to grant the CKJS licence
After all, someone might begin asking some
embarrassing questions about all those unjustifiable delays encountered in the previous applications.

Presenting Radio Station

(-

A new sound has been wafting over the
Manitoba Steppe these days. CKJS, Manitoba's first multilingual radio station,
has been broadcasting since March of '75
Owned by C.G. Stanczykowski, who also operates a similar station in Montreal,
CKJS is geared toward making the concept
of Multiculturalism an actuality. The major portion of the non-english programming is done in the Ukrainian language.
The Ukrainian program, headed by Director
Bohdan Zajcew, consists of 20 hours of
programming per week.

One of the stations strong points has
been its continuous attempts to aquire
contemporary as well as traditional Ukrainian music. Ukrainian Canadian culture
need not stagnate if given a chance to
develop. The Ukrainian program sees its
role in the Ukrainian Canadian community
as being a new-found method of promoting
solidarity within a community that is
rapidly losing its gnetto structure.
Unfortunately, however, the station is
having a difficult time trying to convince the Ukrainians of Manitoba of
this very fact.
Radomi r Bi lash

CKJS

Radio

810 Winnipeg

M&nitoba's First Multilingual Radio
Your Community-mindud Stnhon

per™*

-
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MONTREAL

/THEATRE

Perhaps a look at CBC Radio might provide
the
answers to creating a harmonious balance
between
public affairs, (Identities, As It Happens,
ConIn what appears to have emerged as a monucern, Judy, Cross-Canada Check-Un, Ideas)
and
mental undertaking this past summer, the theatre
entertainment (Royal Canadian Air Farce, The Enand media enthusiasts in Montreal have combined
tertainers, Inside From the Outside) programming
their collective expertise in producing a oneWhile much of the current CBC-TV programming produced here is indeed highly significant
hour television play adaptation of Joan Forman's
and stimulating, the public corporation policy
brilliant "WESTWARD TO CANAAN"
considered by maolanners
ny critics as the most poignant theatrical interappear once more determined to minimize thei r
pretation of the blistering Ukrainian pioneer life commitment to the CBC mandate of "contributing
to
in Canada's central provinces.
the development of national unity and provide for
a continuing expression of Canadian identity,"
as
Produced by director-actor YURI KELEBAY the play
expressed in the Broadcasting Act. By failino tc
attracted a wide range of knowledgeable artisans,
reflect in its programming the multilingual and
including actors YURI MYKYTI UK MARIKA VITENKO
multicultural character of Canada, the C- C stanos
PETRO KRAVCHUK, ANDRIJ HUKALO
legally and morally in violation of the public
IHOR MANDICZ
and
BOH DAM PANCHUK; producers MADIA
KIDARCHUK (Radio- trust
Quebec) and YURI SZEWCZUK (CBC-TV); filmsker In response to criticism, the CBC mandarins argue
HEWARD GRAFFTEY
stage director VOLODYMYR HAYDUK and technical
consultants YAROS LAV BORYS 4 IHOR KIES (both from that the third force in Canada is adequately re'-esented in established weekly programming, drawMontreal's Cable TV Ltd.)
The Standing Committee, which included such noing our attention to the prominence (sic) given
table MP's as PATRICK NOWLAND, MOM I QUE BEGIN,
to minority groups in programs such as 'House of
ROD BLAKER along with Dr. PAUL YEwCHUK and
Pride' and the new ethnic situation-comedv -'The
HEWARD
GRAFFTEY both candidates for the leadKing of Kensington - CBC's 'better late than neership of the PC's, stated in its Fourth Report
ver' answer to CTV's, 'Excuse My French' and the
to the House:
proliferation of American black,
ta
Chicano,
Han, Greek and Slavic situational -comedies'. The
"Evidence from the CBC showed that
poorly scripted plot centers around a Jewish shopthere was nothing in Government pokeeper in Toronto's multi ethnic Kensington Market
licy prohibiting the use of languaand contains all the ingredients of a monumental
ges other than English and French.
flop.
TV Manager Norm Garriock last week confirmed
It appeared that the so-called prothe obvious by admitting that the 'figures are not

GROUP
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,

,

,

,

,

.

;

1

,

I

scription of Multilingual Broadcasting was strictly an interpretation of policy on the part of the
CBC Board of Directors.
Therefore
it is not the legislation which
must be changed but only the interpretation of the Board, if it is
desirable for third language broadcasting to take place on the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation.
11

The

Unfortunately the completion of the television
play has been delayed after it was discovered that
the final out-door scenes had been irreparably
spoiled due to technical shortcomings. However,
YURI KELEBAY assures us that the play will be completed next spring and it is anticipated that a
purchase agreement with CBC-TV might be negotiated.

THE CBC

RIP

— OFF

Once again, this year, CBC-TV launched its
new television season with the usual fanfare and
catch phrases in an attempt to lure Canadians to
watch the dazzling array of 'first choice' blend
of American content, and Americanized Canadian
content.
the' evident fragmentation of the potential
viewing market (a wider selection of stations avai lable via cable corresponds to a decrease in
viewers per station), the survival of the CBC,
n attempting to actualize its role of unifying
catalyst through two-way information and entertainment, has never been more in jeapordy.
The manner in which CBC President Albert Johnson
and TV Manager Norm Garriock resolve the central
question of 'Do we provide a mediocre product
for the widest possible audience (as in the case
of American tv), or do we sacrifice quantity for
quality?', is critical for the future of our television network.
n'ith

fo

1) That the Gaelic program in
Sydney, Nova Scotia, should remain
as it was, until a multilingual
broadcasting policy has been determined.
2) That, in recognition cf
the widespread interest illustrated by the many ethnic grouDS who
appeared before the Committee in
an attempt to contribute something
positive, reasearch studies
be
pursued by a group comprised of
representatives of the CBC, the
CRTC, the Secretary of State, and
the Minister of State for Multi
culturalism, whose duty it would
be to determine a formula for
third language broadcasting i,n a
way that would not diminish the
status of the two official languagues of Canada.

Whatever became of the Federal Government
Task Force on Multilingual Broadcasting? A fair
question considering the fact that this Task
Force studying the formula for the implementation of third language broadcasting on the CBC,
has yet to present any final proposal or even interim report after almost two years of deliberation.

From September 21, 1973 to January 9, 1974 the
Committee held ten sittings during which time evidence was heard from a wide range of witnesses
including LAURENT FICARD, past-President and
LISTER SINCLAIR of the CBC; KEITH SPICER - Commissioner of Official Languages; PIERRE JUNEAU
(former Chairman of the CRTC); and HARRY BOYLE
(current acting Chairman) of the Canadian Radio
Television Commission; LEON KOSSAR, Executive Director of the Canadian Folk Arts Council; Mr.
LINDEN MACINTYRE, Representative of the Gaelic
Society of Cape Breton and Mr.
ONYSCHUK,
President of the Ontario Provincial Council of
the UKRAINIAN CANAOIAN'COMMITTEE
Dr. I. HLYNKA,
member of the UCC National Executive and Mr.
ANDRIJ SEKOTIUK, Past-President of the UKRAINIAN
CANADIAN UNIVERSITY STUDENTS' UNION.
;

ows

ing:

MULTILINGUAL BROADCASTING

The whole issue of multilingual broadcasting in
this country was raised in 1973 when the use of
Gaelic language on"Mactalla An Eillean",-a weekly
radio program on CBI-AM in Sydney Nova Scotia was
banned by LISTER SINCLAIR (of Gaelic origin himself), the then Executive Vice President of CBC
English Division' Services.
A strong protest from
the Gaelic and Ukrainian communities (who also
lost air time in ST. Boniface, Manitoba) in Canada brought the entire issue to the House of Commons Standing Committee on Broadcasting, Film and
Assistance to the Arts.

1 1

"Your Committee recommends that the
government consider the advisability of taking whatever action is
necessary to accomplish the follow-

The fact remains that over one third of this
country's television viewers are paying over
$80 million annually to look at almost exclusively Toronto-based Anglo-Saxon perceptions
of this country.

.

CBC President Albert Johnson

'if it is

desirable' qualification reflec
the Committee's wishy-washy
endorsement of Hul-f
tilingual Broadcasting, a position
supported bji
the Committee's non-ccmmital
attitude in recom-l
mending a study to determine a formula
for
third language broadcasting
on the one handwhile neglecting to provide
directives ensuring the implementation of
this formula on the
other.
The text of the Recommendations

YURI KELEBAY, YURI MYKYTI UK, TARAS HUKALO
and YURI SZEWCZUK in "Westward to Canaan"

3) That unti
the
study mentioned in recommendation
1

No. 2 be completed, other third
language programs that were provided already on the CBC be maintain
ed, 1f the groups in question so
request.
1

_

'

,

HOUSE OF COMMONS
Issue

15,

1973

Chairman: Mr. Ralph W. Stewart

Minutes of Proceedings and Evidence
of the Standing

.

"

.
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Fcr this reason, it was refreshing to note this
summer the initiative taken by Master of Ceremonies CECIL SEKCHYSHYN in dedicating the sold-out
Saturday night Grandstand Show to the plight of
irrprisoned Ukrainian dissenting intellectuals,
and in particular, to VALENTYN KOROZ.

No. 26

Thursday, November

.

While it was apparent that certain organizers
had reservations about this marriage cf culture
with politics, including the Grandstand Show Orchestra leader, Ted Komar, who allegedly walked
also obvious
it was
off the stage in protest,
that the audience of 7,000 was extremely receptive to the M.C.'s words of tribute and to the
musical salute offered by the Dopular recording
oroup RUSHNYTCHOK

Committee on

Broadcasting,
Films
and Assistance
to the Arts
RESPECTING:
Subject-matter of the use of the Gaelic
language on a weekly radio entertainment
program in Cape Breton.

RUSHNYTCHOK, still sitting comfortably on top of
the polka-rock pile, has recently released their
3rd LP recording and after only a few spins on the
turntable, one discovers that essentially we've
got an instant replay of the first two record! ngs-lack of original compositions and mediocrity in
the recording ana arrangements, not to mention the
unnecessary gimmicks of 'echo chambers' and
phasi ng

Getting The Story Straight

'

'

Has Rushnytchok exhausted its creative potential?
Not necessarily.
At
time when Contemporary Top
30 commercial music has reached a depressing le
vel of repetitive and unimaginative 'garbage',
e) provide facilities and staff for the
v/hi le Bobby Vinton and Al Marti no are'spearheadtraining of people and groups
in
the
ing a popular ethnic musical revival, one can see
community and make such equipment ano reason why a jezzed-up toe-tapping Ukrainian
vailable for use by these and assist in
kolomeyka with English lyrics wouldn't sell like
defraying out of pocket expenses such
Nalysnyky.
In merchandizing terms we've already
as those for materials and transportalost the Cossack boots, embroidered shirts, flowtion.
ered shawls, borscnt and arkan as items identifiable with Ukrainians.
Let js not lose our music to someone else.
What say you RUShNYTCHO!
Not surprisingly, at the June 1975 Rjblic Hearings,
SYNY STEPIW, YASENY,
CHOR'JOMORTSI .CHEREMOSH
Despitethe shrouds of tight-lipped secrecy surthe cable industry expressed its strong opoosition
KALYNA TRIO. VODOH.RAI
?
rounding the Task Force deliberations, it has
to what it called 'Draconian measures'
and most
been learned that the members have met on inobservers agree that the initial ICS profit recycfrequent occasions, perhaps only four to six
ling proposal once finalized, will essentially be
times, the last meeting dating back to March
less forceful.
However, with Pierre Juneau stepCRTC CABLE POLICY PROPOSAL
of 1975, over nine months ago.
ping down to be replaced by acting Chairman Harry
J. Boyle (who more than anyone else on the Con-misIt seems that the delay can be explained by
sion senses the need to provide subsidized access
the fact that the CBC has yet to present a rebroadcas ti ng) there are indications now that the
port requested by the Task Force 'concerning
Ccmmi sssi on may stick to its guns.
In view of the
estimated third language broadcasting operafact that some large metropolitan operators gross
tionalization costs.' Not surpri si ng consiup to S5 million annually, the prospects of a ledering CBC's 'enthusiasm' for the whole phigislated injection of half a million dollars into
losophy of third language broadcasting.
the upqrading of the community channels are indeec
encouraging.
Quite obviously these delays could have been
avoided had the Standing Committee in its revni ie awaiting tne finalized regulations, many
commendations, outlined a realistic target
groups producing cable programs for national condate for completion of the report.
When
somption (syndi cati on) ,(as in the case of Toronquestioned about the delay, Des Loftus assurto's chi ldren-orien,ted Ukrainian language
ined us that the final Task Force Report was
struction group - TITKA KVITKA)
are concerned
currently being drawn up and would be preabout the Commission's proposed posi tion on 'bisented to Hugh Faulkner by early 1976.
cycled programs'.
The Commission states, "The
primary objective of licences must be to develop
Why was KYK not at the June
At this point, Third Force groups are
programming within their licensed areas. Programs
unanimous in agreeing that anything resemCable Public Hearing?
from other sources
sho uld fern a art of' or
bling a formula basec on occasional low-budelse be relateo to
lly developed c >rcmuni ty
get and regionally-restricted, non-prime time
"2 survival cf
program
productions.
TITKA
Ever since the Canadian Radio-Television
token multilingual programming would be
KVITKA, or the prospects of creating a national
Commission presented its Policy Statement on
UNACCEPTABLE.
Ukrainian public affairs/news network program
Cable Television on July 16, 1971
in which the
hinges on the Commission's final interpretation
concept of a local community cnannel lu enrich
of "should form a part of" and "be related to",
community life by fostering communi cati on among
and
it was distressing to note that not one ethindividuals and community groups was proposed,
the Commission has allowed the industry to deno cultural grcup had taken the opucrtunity to
fine its own methodology in implementing these
officially express its concern and reservaconcerns
tion regarding this proposed ruling at the June
Cable TV Public Hearings in Ottawa.
It has taken the CRTC 3-4 years of observation
to realize that without strict regulations the
cablecaster, primarily anc in most cases exclusively concerneo about maximizing tne return on
investment, would continue to reap astronomical
profits receiving (at nc cost) distant TV signals and distributing these (at SSO/annum average) to customers, while neglecting to recycle
any significant amount of this profit into Drogramming on the commerci al -f ree community chan-

Tabled in the House of Commons January 9, 1974.
the recommendations were upheld by Secretary of
State HUGH FAULKNER and a few weeks later, the
Task Force on Multilingual Broadcasting was
It has become increasingly obvious that
born.
the four Task Force members; MICHAEL ANDRASSY
SeMulticultural Program Director; DES LOFTUS
cretary of State Policy Planning Chief; PIERRE
CHARBONNEAU, CBC's Planning Executive; and
MICHAEL SHOEMAKER, CRTC's Planning and Development Chief, have failed to recognize the urgency in determining a formula for third language
broadcasting.
,

I
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THE DAUPHIN UKRAINIAN
FESTIVAL

nel.
In response, the Commission,

tnis past February
introduced oroposed regulations which would require cablecasters to:
a) provide a ccmmuni ty channel cn their
basic service on a oriority basis;
"For all those imprisoned Ukrainians
b) exclude any advertising material feature motion pictures, off-air broadwho are here v.dth us spiritually"
cast programs or re-runs cf such pro-Cecil Semchyshyn
qrams.
c) provide for opportunities for expresThe Dauphin Ukrainian Festival has tradision by the various multicultural comtionally been presented as an exclusively 'culmunities within their licensed areas;
tural extravaganza' and rarely have the festival
d) extend a minimum of 10'
of their gross
organizers attempted to highlight a local or inannual subscriber revenue for the anternational political issue. {Conceivably no one
nual operation of their community chanhas bothered to sensitize them to the subtleties
of certain issues, as in the case of Soviet Ukrai
nian dissent.)
•

CRTC Chairman Happy Boyle

.

'

_
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On a brighter note, the proposed cable regulations have already been instrumental in activating the creation of an Ottawa-based cable qroup
including MARIKA HURKO , NADIA RUDYK, SUSAN KA
GERUS, CHRYST1A SOKULSKA and YURKO BOUDARCHUK.
Despite initial delays in reaching scheduling
and equipemnt booking agreements with Ottawa and
Skyline Cablevision Limited, the young group has
to this date taped numerous local interviews and
community events, inducing the unveiling of the
US1A UKRAINKA monument in Toronto's High Park
on Sunday October 18th.. The group expects to

initiate program exchanges with Bohdan Kozak's
Thunder 'Bay cable program - BITAYEMO, who this
suirmer, funded by the Secretary of State, taped
extensive cultural and political events across
the country.

Never Walked the Steppes

I've

Une of" the commitments outlined in the
Federal Government Policy on Hul ti cul tural ism
as announced in October 1971, called for the
portrayal of an ethnocul tural reality" in
Canada on film, through the services of the Nationa Fi lm Board.
11

I

Confronted with the embarrassing realization
that the exploration of ethno cultural themes
had been up to that point critically neglected
by its filmakers (and policy planners) the
Board responded by selecting a few of its 'quasi-ethnic content films for dubbing in 19 languages, including 'Kurelek' and 'Canadians Can
Oance'. While the Ukrainian narration by Cecil
Semchyshyn in itself was excellent, a rotten
apple wrapped in candy coating still reamins a
rotten apple!

(

With the existing Edmonton cable outlet, along
with talk of reactivating Winnipeg's "STEPPE TO
the creation
PRAIRIE" and Montreal's 'PODIYA
of a Ukrainian cable network based on national
simultaneous programs together with program exchanges may be just around the corner. Now if
only Toronto could
1

the difficult Ukrainian experience in this
Despite the unfortunate polarization
country.
this situation created, the film, written, directed and edited by a somewhat wiser and hopefully not cynical SLAVKO KREPAKEVICH, was refirst NFB multicultural feature film, appropri- cently released under the title "'I'v e Never
Walke d the Ste ppes''
Not having yet seen the
ately dedicated to the Ukrainian Canadian
film, I can only add that the film focuses on
Community.
the self-image of prairie Ukrainians as expressed by these people, and includes soprano Joan
What followed was three years of controversy
Karasevich and politician/actor Cecil Semchyshyn
during which time the script was shelved, reIt may be of interest to compare the official NFB
written, shelved again after critics, claiming
promotional blurb with the manner in which the
to have read the initial draft, felt the film
film registers with you.,
would present an innaccurate interpretation of

,

In what appears to be phase two of NFB's discovery of the 'Canadian identity', Ukrainian
Canadian fi lmaker SLAVKO KREPAKEVICH was cormiissioned to write the screenplay and direct the

For Lanodian-UkrainiariG, as for most Canadians, there aie strong emotional ties
with "homelands" Ifiey may never have
seen. In this (ilm, one ot a series on the
ethnic character of Canadian groups,
the scene is the Winnipeg home of a
prosperous lawyer where his children and

grandchildren are

home

for

Hie century.

I

timer; Dy

David de Volpi,

rich blend of

.

pnoioqrapner
occasion is a

this famiiy

warm domestic

life,

of

cultural nostalgia expressed in songs
and stories, and of pride in hard work
and intelligence that, in half a century,
brought these descendants of immigrants respect and financial success.

Christmas

mean

celebrations.

What
born

Because of the season, family reminiscences are a natural part of the gathering.

of Ukrainian Students
Mondial des Etudiants Ukrainiens

World Conference

Conscjo Mundial dc Estudianlcs Ucraiiianos
Wclt-Zcntralvcrband Ukrainischcr Siudciitenschaftcn

600

well established through what is seen
here. There is little use ot the language

Old family photographs are brought out
and stories are told about the Canadian
beginnings of this family, at the turn of
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people here have seen the
"darling land" of the songs, and yet
through them and their leeling for the old
country something of that distant land
does emerge.

None
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means to be Ukrainian, although
Canada of Canadian parents, is
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NFB focusing on Ukrainians

Coatseil

it

in

irom me unnstmas carois mat are
heard. Even the meaning of CanadianUkrainian is questioned by some of the
younger lamily members. Still, in the
ambience of this holiday celebration, In
the pictures on the wall, in the rich
ceremony of the midnight Mass, the
sense ot what being Ukrainian does still
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UNVEILING
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UKRAINKA MONUMENT
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UKRAINIANS GATHERED IN
Meanwhile... Back at the

The month is pettier.
Recent reports of
Brezhnev's illness appear to he truehis
eyebrows arc drooping; he lias teen
missinq
croquet names with his grandchildren;
he"
h<is not been bear-hunqing
his uuotu of worIl!
f lct
the First Secretary of the
rnl?,-.
^ is sick, sick with worry.
And his comrades, the once proud patricians
of the
workers' paradise are in no position
to
console him. Developments inthe West
have
become threatening,
to be dismissed
lightly. The crisis is being
resolved at
the highest level, at a secret
meeting of
the Supreme Soviet.
Drezhnpv opens the meeting. "Comrades,
we
face a crisis of unprecedented gravity.
The
constellation of forces is extremely threatening.
"Soire thing must -be done about it,
before
it gets out of control'." says Podqorny in
distress
'

>

.

Scherbytsky looks at his comrades -They are
all tense. "What, comrades' What's wrong?"
Alexei jumps from his chair. "You fool!"He
points his finger at Scherbytsky. "It's all

your fault!
"Mine?

Comrades

,.

.

.1

. .

.I'm.

.

Kremlin

...

'Silence: You featherbrain!"
Leonid shouts"
regaining his sense of authority.
Scherbytsky begins to quiver.
"Dear comrades, please tell mo what is wrung?"

Podgorny qives him a look of disgust
"We
have evidence that the Ukrainianrevanchist
in the West are forming a united
front "
'It's the revival of UPA! "
gasps Sus'lov,
placing a handkerchief to his forehead. "How
could you let this get out of control Scherbytsky?"

"Comrades, I have no control over those nationalists in the West."
^That's no excuse!" :;naps Brezhnev.
"But. .but I guarantee you,
that I have full
control over those rouble-rousing
nationalists at heme. You know that
comrades, you
assisted me."
Scherbytsky sits quietly.
He looks sheepishly at his comrade:,.
"Scherbytsky, we'll deal with you later!"
deel ares the Presi dent
The evidence is unmistak able."
Alexei
clears his throat. "Our people in the
West
have information of numerous phone calls
many letters and trips, all leading to
Toronto - the heart of the movement."
"Comrades, what will happen to me? " exclaims Scherbytsky.

"flbvi ous

inq a tier

grumbles

-

"The same
and Shele

Scherbyts
vers his
to whimpe

"Yakovlev
they have
gai n more
vously ho
"When and
gatheri ng
"Tomorrow
A

sudden

"Contract'
acti

vi

t.i

e

cedented
list con VI
we need?"

himself.
"Yes

,

torn

tearing

tl

1500 noun
very diff-
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VYACHESLAV CHORNOVIL
WAfflESLAV IWSWWCH OffiTOL >
journalist by profession, was born Jan, 1st
1938 in Cherkassy province of the Ukrainian
S.S.R.

Not only did the KGB resort to a thorough
ly fantastic interpretation of existing
facts in its concoction of my 'case , but
it did not hesitate to indulge in outright
fabrication of a considerable portion of
the charges.

After graduati ng from the Faculty of Journalism at the University of Kiev in 1960,
in the Lviv televihe worked as an editor
sion studio and on the editorial staffs of
several publications. He was also formerly
a member of the Komsomol (Young Communist
League)
Chornovil's first encounter with the KGB
authorities came in 1966, when he was sentenced to three months at hard labor for refusing to testify at a Lviv trial of four
Ukrainian di ssidents (on the grounds that
the trial proceedings were closed)CHORNOVIL is best known for writino the
CHORNOVIL PAPERS published by McGraw-Hill,
1969, as an expose' of judicial violations
perpetrated by the KGB in the trials of 30
Ukrainian intellectuals arrested i n 19 65.
CHORNOVIL was re-arrested on January 13,"
1972 during a wave of arrests of Ukrainia
intellectuals and dissidents by the KGB.
He was sentenced the following year on
April 12, 1973 to seven years hard labor
and five years exile, on the charges of
anti-Soviet agitation and propaganda under article 62 of the Ukrainian S.S.R.
criminal cede.
He was transported to a Mordavian Labor
Camp. His present address is:
5110/1 Moskva, Mordovskaya A. S.S.R.,
P. Ya.ZH Kh. 385/19.

1

In the conditions that currently prevail
in the Ukraine, having once been placed
on the KGB's black list means that I will
remain a target of repression for the rest
of my life, if I refuse to become a moral
monster, an eventuality I absolutely re-

.

ject
and so, finally,
there is no guarentee that I will not be
phisically destroyed or deliberately crippled.
Having no wish to remain a victim of the
KGB for the rest of my life and vegitate
in conditions in which fundamental human
rights and my very life are under constant
threat, I ask the Presidium of the Supreme
Soviet to relieve me of my Soviet citizenship after my release and to grant
me permission to leave, the USSR.
At the same time, not wishing to sever my
spiritual ties with my homeland, without
which I cannot imagine my existence,
and
n the event of my official change of
citizenship, I will consider myself a citizen
of Ukraine, where I will return when Ukranlan patriotism is no longer regarded
as
a crime and is removed from the
'protection
of the KGB
irrespective of your reply, from the moment
of the submission of this statement, that
is, from March 1 , 1975, I cease to condder myself a citizen of the USSR.

The following statement was submitted by
Soviet Political Prisoner VYACHESLAV
CHORNOVIL, from Mordavian Camp 19, dated
March 1st, 1975 to the chairman of the
Supreme Soviet of the USSR N.V. Podgorny.
In this statement the author renounces
his Soviet citizenship. CHORNOVIL also
writes an appeal to the Canadian Embassy
in Moscow petitioning for Canadian citizenship but is certain that the camp
authorities have not forwarded his petition to the Canadian representitives.

For the last ten years my status 1n
Soviet
society has been determined not by my
educational level, abilities or aspirations
but by the dictates of the KGB.
For my attempts to hold my own opinions on
a number
of aspects of Soviet life and to
express
these opinions openly I have been
deprived
of everything: the opportunity to
work in
my field and to publish; the inviolabi'lity
of my private life and the protection
from
slander. Ultimately I was deprived of
my
freedom for a period of many years.
The organs of repression have
assigned to
me a role of their own invention--the
role
of material' evidence of the
validity of
the dubious theory that ideological
struggle and ideological diversion are
becomminq
more intense in the period of
detente in
international relations.

Until the time that I granted (in person
or in absentia) citizenship by any democratic country in the world, I will reoard
myself as a person without official citizenship with all the consequences that
this decision entails.

By Stetan Huzan

It's exciting to think of Choronovil.
living on Jane St.... say he has a column
in HOMIN UKRAINY.
imagine the new explosion of readership... tile 'column as a window to the Ukraine. .even as a syndicated
Ukrainian press columnist ... even to the
SUN, or the GLOBE S MAIL, or the MONTREAL
GAZETTE, or the WINNIPEG FREE PRESS or
the daily Ukrainian paper SVOBODA.
What a profitable experience of journalism it would be for him... and undoubtedly
for his editors, employers, sponsors....
So the above is absolutely possible. .after receiving citizenship— In absentium...
he could fill a role no one else could fill.
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This understanding that we live in a "global village" is very important to the Ukrainians outside the Ukraine. It is because
of this global technology that Valentine
Moroz is nearer to us than most people living in that bungalow across the street.

We know what Moroz eats, how he looks, how
he feels, his almost daily conversations
with his wife. We know more because. we
have a trans-global connection to the details of his person.

Imagine the above, it's exciting, but it's
not the main significance of Chornovil's
statement. The significance lies in the
new relationship revealed between the emigration, and those in the Ukraine.

CHORNOVIL RECEIVES
ENGLISH JOURNALISM

AWARD

—

LONDON, England. VyftDue to his alleged connecchealav Chornovil, a 37-year- tion with the "samvydav"
old Ukrainian political prison- publication, "The Ukrainian
er and former journalist, re- Herald," Chornovil was one
ceived the 1975 Tomlm Jourt* of the first to be arrested in
ftlism Awsi&.ipoB*A*d
the January 1972 KGB dragthe London Tiroes. net, aimed at silencing the
Chornovil was awarded th« journal.
prize for his documentary; op
He was charged with antithe trials against Ukrain- Soviet agitation and sentenian intellectuals during 1965- ced to seven years severe re66. The compilation appeared gime confinement in a labor
in the West under the title of camp and three years exile.
'The Chornovil Pape rs."
,
In selecting Chornovil for
Renounced Citizenship
the award, the review board
said in its release, which was
Chornovil, who is incarcerareported by several wire ser- ted in a Mordovian concentravices, that "The Chornovil tion camp, recently wrote an
Papers" is "a classical ex- open letter renouncing his
ample of documentary journ- Soviet citizenship and realism."
questing Canadian..
The
He and bis wife, Olena, are
Tomlm Journalism
Award carries with it a cash the parents of a son, Tares.
prize of 500 pounds-sterling,
The journalism award is
approximately $1,200. He was given each year since 1973 in
nominated for the award by memory of London Times cor!

What this implies is that global mobilization is as possible as a village
uprising;
that we can, and in fact have worked
together through the global campaign
concerning
soviet political prisoners, with
Plyushch
From Chornovil's statement, from Brezhnev's in Paris, Washington,
London, Australia and
plea in the Toronto Star, Dec. 10, against
Toronto. This is plowing a stake
into the
"the campaigns of misinformation, of slan- black political heart
of the USSR.
der against socialist countries, and all
sorts of pin-pricks designed to cause reac- Chornovil's statement
is a reinforcement of
tion and poison the situation."
our efforts. It is exciting proof
of what
we can do.
From Radio Free Europe's and Coca cola's
presence in the USSR.
Chornovil living here in Canada, would
From telegrams co
be a '
political prisoners and from statements and nower boost greater than, if
not equal to
works coming out of the deep camps of Sibe- the power boost of his book
THE CHORNOVIL
ria; the permeability of the mythical Iron PAPERS, or that of others
like the book
Curtain becomes absolutely clear.
EDUCATION IN THE SOVIET UKRAINE
The realization that the Ukraine
can be free
Are the discussions of glcbal detente reas a culturallv sovereign unit
is at this
ally gossip about neighborly agreements?
time more probable and possible
than ever
simply because Ukraine can grow
Is in fact Kissenger's running from the
outside of
the skin of it's boundaries, through
Israeli house, to the Arab house, to the
kursy,
language courses in Slavics, poetry
Chinese house, to the Israeli house, and
courses
so on, just like a village-feud-settler's- Harvard's Ukrainian Institute and so on.
running, or a matchmaker's? Yes. Even
Ukraine has been like the queen
the
bee, stuck
global communications systems make
in the Soviet web of a cocoon. Now
it
her coclear that we indeed live very, very
close lonies' regenerative vibrations are pulsato each other.
ting stronger and stronger.
.

Amnesty

International.

Chornovil was arrested for
the first time in 1967 at the
time of the publication of his
book. He was sentenced by a
Lviv court to three years in
a concentration camp, but
served only half of the term
because of a general amnesty.

respondent, Nicholas Tomlm,

who was

killed during the
Arab-Israeli war, to journalists

who

fulfill

are hot allowed to

their obligations, or to

who have no financial
means to complete their assignment
those

.

.
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Vera Dumyn
Myron Spolsky
-

In the last

LETTERS

AND OPINIONS
0.1.

year various groups and indi-

viduals have attacked STUDENT for printing
articles which condemned the visits
of the Argentinian Moroz Committee and of
members of the Anti -Bol shevi k Bloc. of nations to the Chilean junta, (see Student v.
8 no. 31). The
attacks have come from the
Organization of Ukrainian NationalistsEanderivtsi
and from the
Araentinian
Moroz Comrni ttee.
The articles published in STUDENT initially attacked the above two groups for developing relations with this Chilean
junta, which has come to power illegally
by overthrowing the democratically-elected government of Salvadore Allende. It
was the position of the published articles and letters to the editor in STUDENT
that the contacts and the requests that
this totalitarian government under General Pinochet intercede on behalf of Valentyn Moroz wre in fact an act of support
of this government.

ihe Argentinian statements accuses
the ed
tors of STUDENT of being in the nay of
the Soviet KGB.
They claim that the STUDENT articles sabotaged their attempts
to
discredit the Kremlin. In approaching the
Chilean junta in the manner that it did,
the Argentinian Committee as well as the
ABN have in fact discredited themselves.
To use only an example, it is equated to
the approaches of Stalinists to the Soviet
Union, or of the approaches of individuals during World War Two to Hitler.
To
accuse STUDENT of being subsidised by the
KGB is to also say the same for the other
world press which had similar positions,
including the press of the melnykivtski
and other Ukrainian groupings.

Marunchak

What are we as 'Jkrair.ians struggling for?
A simple question with a simple answer?
Perhaps.
Without a -ioubt the predominant
idea in Ukrainian revolutionary ideologv
is of a sovereign independent Ukrainian
nation, existing not only in theory (as
the Soviet Ukraine dees); but in working
practice also.
This Tiuch is clearly
evident and indisputable.
No matter to
what party you may belong, or to what
party your political outlook is most
similar - the basic premise on which all
our subsequent political ideology and
argument is based ur;n is that of independence from Russian domination.

The majority of e> led Ukrainians however
never look beyond
point.
They might
call themselves this or that but in the
vast majority of cases they have never
looked through this keyhole to the room
beyond.
U'ithin our philosophy and political ideology what we loosely term as
"communism" is frowned upon and dismissed
with contempt and without further thought
or discussion.
This dismissal of a term,
very general and bresd, encompassing within itself, as it does, many different
types of political iceology, none of which
may necessarily be said to exist in the
contemporaneous world, is a grave and
serious error, as weil as, I hope to convince you, a political miscalculation.

Absolutely no attempt was made by these
two groupings to justify their actions in
The very fact that v
use the word
"communism" so gener illy is misleading
light of the criticism. Among the Ukrainiand
puts
us on the w rang path so to speak
an newspapers which did attack Student
from the beginning,
Consider tor example
.n all of the newspapers, authors expreswere H omin Ukrainy of Toronto, Amen ca of
how different Russia "ccmunism", sc
Philadelphia, Shliakh Peremohv of Munich, sed concern for the state of democracy in
blatantly imperialist in outlook and deed,
Chile.
Articles in STUDENT have expressed
is to the national commur.isrr. of the
as well as the Ukrainian Central Council
People's Republic of China.
The liberatariar,
concern that certain groupings within the
of Argentina.
ideals that were cr.ee adapted by workers
Ukrainian emigre community, and in partiand students ir. the :ld sussian empire hav
cular, the banderi vtski
Following the trend of the above newspahave compromised
been so altered, masticated and ther. spat
out by the Russian tctalitarianists that
pers, the Ukrainian Central Council ofAr- (again) the very concepts of democracy in
they have lost all semblance to what they
approaching this repressive regime.
gentina(UCCA) responded by simple redwere originally, hr.at first began as a
baiting. The statement attacked in partimovement for the fresdo!:. of the oppressed
masses in tsarist Russia has new detercular the STUDENT response to the newspa- On the one hand, we have the banderivtsi
iorated to a fascist debacle with concentnaking claims about the liberation of Ukpers. The article in STUDENT had given a
ration and labour carps for all dissenters
factual accounting of the political, soci- raine from totalitarianism, and on the
from the official party line as propagated
by Mcscow.
al and economic conditions in Chile folio other hand, this group has consistently
approached the most repressive governments
wing the coup. (STUDENT, v. 8 no. 32).
this "communism" when
Vet we still
of the world for support for their cause,
quite clearly
is not.
It flight be
consider that this form of opportunist
referred to as "russian coxaunism", but
The Argentinian statement claims that the
it would be misrepresentation if we merely
undemocratic politics of the Argentinian
information received by STUDENT was from
eferred to this state of affairs as
Committee and in particular of the bandecommunism"
an "active communist." In particular,
'ivtsi cannot be accepted by the Ukrainthey mentioned the letter to the editor
n the Russia of N'icholas Romanov, there was
ian community.
These politics are dangepublished in STUDENT v. 8 no. 31 and in
supreme dictator - the tsar. The Modern
rous to the community and must be rejecSoviet Union" through increasingly
fact, the refugee referred to in B.K.'s
ted.
In attacking STUDENT for publishing
ionary Russian policies has produced an equal
letter was a 'radical Christian'.
articles taking a democratic position on
and modern counterpart - the First Secretar
of the Central Committee of the Communist
the question of Chile, the banderivtsi and
Anyone who has a minimal understanding of
Party of the U.S.S.rt. He, like the tsar,
the Moroz Committee of Argentina
have
wields
absolute power and is intolerant to
the events in Chile following the coup by
shown their true anti -democrati c faces.
the point of repression with respect to any
Pinochet will not be surprised by this.
challenge to his ruie. Under the Romanov's
The junta has repressed not only Commuthere existea aclass structure, with the
The Ukrainian community outside of Ukraine
nists, but activists of all political growhich is involved in the struggle for the
uping which are opposed to it. Nothing de
continued on page 15
liberation of Ukraine must learn once and
monstrates this more clearly than the trifor all that our actions must be based on
als of Christian Democrats for"subversive
strict democratic principles.
We can not
activity. This illustrates the broad oppo
accept any departures from this principle.
Victor JaMonsky
sition to the junta: initially, following
Even more harshly, we must condemn the at
the coup, the Christian Democrats had
person who knows just where he stands and
tempts, albeit futile, of the banderivtsi
maintained a neutral position towards the
led by Slava Stetsko and Ihnat Bilinsky to what he wants has a better chance. }f get'
j unta.
ting what he wants because this typo of per
isolated those individuals and oroups who
son is best able to affect and direct the
variables in his environment. Since workin;
have criticized these anti -democrati c elIt must be further illustrated that the
with
people is a fact of life and since the
They cannot ignore the fact that
press in Europe and North America has wi- ements.
largest homogeneous group of people an
dely attacked the Chilean junta for over- the community has fully accepted at least
vidual has personal identity with is genera
throwing a democratically elected govern- the principle of democracy, if not social
lly what we call a nation, it is a good
E i na
and political enuality.
lv
ment, for repressing social, political
thev
idea for a person to know exactly with whi
must
nation
recognize the nrincinle of pluarlity
his primary loyalties and identityand human rights, for arresting approximaHe.
of
views
in
the
community,
without attemtely 50,000 for some form of "subversive"
pting to stifle then in order to sustain
activity, for executing a countless numFor a member of an ethnic minority in Canatheir own personal and group status quo
ber of individuals with court trials and
da the question of one's nationhood is not
Me, for one, reject
with closed court trials, and for totally in the comnunit'.
an easy one to answer. As Ukrainians b..rn
the attempts bv c tetsko anc comoanv to
ruining the economy of what once was
In Canada but of Ukrainian descent, we are
monopolise the Ukrainian communities'
immediately faced with two obvious but conamong the more prosperous countries
flicting
variables which naturally both
leadersh
Latin America. We are not speaking here
play a part in the decision we make. These
of simply the left - wing press,
but 'of
are, ofcourse, the variables of heredity
respectable' magazines such as Time
and environment.
Newsweek, Der Speigel, Le Monde, and
;
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Marunchak

continued from page

minority - the aristocrats - imposing
their
opinions, beliefs and rule on the majority
- the workers and peasants.
Here again the
modem "Soviet Union" has a close virtually
identical parallel - namely the
communist
party of the Soviet Union. The
members of
this so-called "communist", but in
modern
reality and practice aristocratic ruling
clique, impose their unwanted ideas
about
Russian imperailism not only on
those nations
which were formerly part of "Holy
Russia"
but onmillions of other people
whom they'
have since conquered through force
of arms.
Can this system be Called "communist""
I
don't think so.
Rather the term "communist"
implying some sort of international
brotherhood, has often been used to
disguise the
true motives behind Russian
aggression the chauvamsm of the undivided
and one
"Mother Russian" policy so fervently
pursued
by Moscow.
1 wonder how many of us can say,
in all
honesty, that we would not be willing to
live in a sovereign independent Ukrainian
state, which had a regularly and freely elected national government, even if it was
Ukrainian communist.
(Of course the basic
prerequisite to this would be that there
should be more than just the one official
party and that once any party had been voted
into power it should 3llow regular and free
elections to take place in coinpetion with
other Ukrainian parties).

By generally abusing and condemning "communism"
we are doing grave injustice to what many
people might consider to be genuinely national
communist governments like those of the People's
Republic of China.
The Chinese Communists
have thrown off the colonial yoke of Moscow
and proceeded with an ideology which will
eventually remove the last trappings of
Stalinist doctrine. The internal policies
of the Peking government are genuinely designed
to ameliorate the living standards of the
Chinese People, all- the Chinese People not just the party members or aristocrats
as in the modern Russian empire.

Our emigre politics must undergo changes
and adaptations in order to keep pace with
the nationalist feeling, sentiment and opinion
within the Ukraine itself. This is especially
true if we are to continue existing as a force
with some influence of Russian imperial
politics and policies.
Indeed these changes
are virtually being forced upon us through
the writings of prominent Ukrainian dissidents
like Moroz and Chornovil and also through
the modern thinking and new political awareness of our young.
We must therefore be
willing to recognize and acknowledge certain
errors that we have made in the past.
After years of complicity with the politically
and ideologically bankrupt regime in Taiwan,
we find that the very people whom we thought
were our friends and allies are now our enemies.
The death of the reactionary Chiang-Kai-Shek
and with him, we hope, the death of his unrealistic and impractical anti-Maoist politics,
heralds the entrance of a new' lackey of Russian
imperialism.
Chiang- Kai -Shek s son, ChiangChing-Kuo, was educated and lived in Moscow.
He has a Russian wife.
Are we then expected
to equate this fact with what we have thus far
been led to believe about Formosa? Whilst
WACL conferences were being sponsored and held
in Taiwan, the alleged "leader" of the Chinese
People was grooming his protege' in a country
which those same WACl conferences were supposed
What better example of the
to be denouncing.
hypocrisy of our "friends" must I cite?
'

Can we really be expected to believe that
Chiang the second will be an ally of ours and
as such support our anti-Russian politics?
Naivete amongst some of our ideological intellectualists has sometimes stretched far,
but surely not even it can reach these new
boundaries of unreality.
Revolutionary Ukrainian organizations throughout the world are wealthy, thanks to the contributions of their working class membership.
We can afford to choose our friends. We have
the capital to begin the financing of a different
The revolutionary Ukrainian
type of politics.
emigre movement does have political power,
althought that power has not yet been coupled
It is, I believe, only a matter
with force.
of time before Ukrainian organizations coordinate to form an effective and efficient
organization or organizations of the type
existing in the Middle East.
I refer of
course to the' equivalent to the Palestinian
Liberation Organization.
We must realise that we cannot expect to
achieve our goals simply by means of talk and
Inevitably when confronted with
ideology.
Russian imperialism we must use force to combat
Envisage Ukrainian revolutionaries
force.
hijaking Russian airliners and holding the

planes, passengers and crew as hostages for
the release of Ukrainian political prisoners.
Assassination of Russian imperialist diplomats
is a logical progression in our war for
liberation. Although such attacks would be expedient
and it is important for us to realise that
this'
would be so, it really is necessary to give
our youth more dynamic and constructive ideas
We have had too much idle talk for too
long.
Ideology in itself can begin revolutions
but
inevitably a physical struggle has to ensue
when It is confronted not with another ideology but with brutal repression.
We stand at
the crossroads.
Our politics must change or
we shall cease to exist as anything other
than a group of culturally minded individuals
living in Britain, America Canada or Australia.
We are fighting for the freedom of the individual and the freedom of nations.
Tha't
freedom will not wait another thirty years
in chains.
How long would it be before tactics
such as those I have described spread to
revolutionaries fighting for their freedom from
Russia in Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Poland,
East Germany and Bulgaria, and on' an
organised
scale to Ukraine itself?
We have already seen the reluctance of conscrip.
ted Russian imperial troops to use force.
The
Prague Spring was a good example.
Students
and workers mixing with the soldiers until
the
invading army was on the very verge of mutiny.
The Kremlin only saved the situation
and prevented the outbreak of a revolt on the part
of it's own troops by swiftly withdrawing
certain divisions and substituting them with
special politically-indoctrinated units.
Hew
long would it be before an armed struggle by
Ukrainian revolutionaires spread to Ukrainian,
Byelorussian, Estonian, Lithuanian and Latvian
troops serving on the frontier with China?
And how long before these troops themselves
muntinied against the tyranny that they have
been duped into enforcing with their blood
and sweat.
Would Ukrainian, Byelorussian,
Estonian, Lithuanian, Latvian, Estonian,
Georgian, Armenian, Azerbaijanian, Uzbekistani,
Kazakhstan!, Turkmeni Kirghiziaii ar.d Tadzhiki'
troops be willing to die for the preservation
of "mother Russia" if presented with an alternative that they knew to be viable? Would
they fight knowing that revolutionary movements existed for the overthrow of the regime
occupying their respective countries? Would
they fight knowing that the Russian imperialists had been forced to swap Ukrainian revolutionary Valentyn Moroz or Vyacheslav Chornovil
for the Russian ambassador to Canada, America,
Britain or Australia?
,

This is not a idle dream.
It can haopen.
But
first we must have a friend and ally' capable
of helping us. A friend who does not onlv talk
but one who can act also.
A friend who can
give us weapons for our revolutionary struggle
and sanctuary and training to our revolutionarie
A friend whose interests do not and cannot conflict with ours.
America with her spineless,
divisive politics and internal .disunity can
never provide the single mindedness that we ir.us'
expect.
American politics have not proved to
be a friend to Ukrainians in thirty years of
struggle. What have they given us that we
could not have done without? Money? Everything
we have is our own.
We owe nothing to anybody.
We have built with our own hands ail the Ukrainian institutions that exist in the world today.
Neither has Britain given us anything. We
received sanctuary for their own peace of mind
when they saw what the Cossacks did rather than
return back to the Soviet Union.
In Great Britan,

there always exist*d reactionary
authority, until the latter years the transformation of the reactionary force was cut away byinternational policies.

Ther«is only one nation that is able to
withstand direct opposition from Russian
hostility - China.
For them, these threats
by the Russian imperialists are similar to
those directed towards us.
Eut China has
the strenght to resist!
Against their
rights is only one enemy, but against us
there are many.
That's why our goal has
to be identical - China should become our
ally.
They can give us arms for our
political struggle, they can give us refuge
for our revolutionaires and rebels, and they
have the strenght to disregard any capitalistic
bowlings from America or Great Britan. They
are not scared of Russia's threats or political ideology; which as our ally can give us
recognition, support and probability.
Perhaps the time is truly not far away, when
a spokesman from the World Congress of Ukrainian Liberty, or perhaps of a similar organization
will stand up at a platform to speakout at the
General Academy of Defense Organization, There
is only one ul.N. - where else can one speakout

politically?
I
have already mentioned previously how between
the Chinese and the Russian there is a great

ideological-political duel. Not because these
two ideologies could be logically
comparable,
but, how can Moscow confront Peking's
ideology"
Chinese leaders and diplomats have to
realize'
for themselves how the best means of avoiding
the evasive conflicts of imperialistic
Russia
and her ruins.
How is the best way, as to
help the Ukrainian people (nation)' to obtain
their independence, their own policies,
as
well as their own economical rights; free
them from the present violated rights and
from Moscow's colonization.
Presently, the
Ukrainian nation numbers 60 million, but at
any rate, perhaps it is better for China
to
be our ally.

Jablonsky

continued from page

To say that one must necessarily be
Canadi
an because one is born in Canada
is a tragic
oversimplification. It does not take into
account the fact that a person cannot
change the circumstances of his race.
To identify with a group that one is a part
of
by fate is a perfectly natural phenomenon.

assicilation occurs, it is usually because of outside forces acting on a person
often simple peer-group pressures.
'.Then

Pressure to conform is felt in all aspects
by all people in this society. The only
courageous person in this society is the
one who refuses to conform, whose internal
strength can match the force that Anglo society puts against it. Conformity is an act
of internal weakness. Total assimilation
due to societal pressure is an act of abject
cowardice.
On the other hand, to say that one must be
solely Ukrainian because one is born of Ukrainian parents is illogical because it
fails to take into account the environmental variable of one's birthplace. All of us
live outside of the geographic entity that
one generally associates with the Ukrainian people. Probably most of us have never
even seen the place. As functioning members
of this society it would be ridiculous to
reject the fact that vie are Canadi ans. Thus
it is necessary to view this seemingly unresolved conflict with another variable.
This third variable is that of the present
world situation.
Canada at this point In its history is a
stable, democratic country with a great many faults, but none that cannot be solved
with or without our help. The state itself
and the people in it are, without a great
many exceptions, well off, in terms of the
rest of the world.
The Ukrainian people however, the people
you are innately a part of, the people with
thousands of years of history and cultural
development behind them are a terrible
state of affairs. The enormous wealth of
the country is simply stolen by a ruthless
imperialist power. The culture is supressed
and human freedom has been crushed. In the
past 60 years over 20 million Ukrainians
have died u.inatural deaths. This is more
than any other people at any other similar
time in history. The last 800 years for
our people have been like one great holocaust. The land itself, the earth that our
ancestors, the Scythians worshipped as
their Mother-God is new one vast graveyard
filled with Ukrainian bones.
this suffering and all the horror that
occuring can be changed in the
near future. As with every empire the Russian empire must eventually peak and decline. For all intents and purposes it
should have done so a long time ago, but
for various reasons it is only now reaching
its zenith.
All

is still

The Soviet Union produces only 2/3 of its
own food supply. It fs now dependant on
the United States for its economic and po
litical survival. Wheat shortages in Poland have toppled governments; it could do
the sane in the Soviet Union. The nerve
center of the entire empire is Moscow. If
anything happens to this holy city of
theirs, it would send the whole state into
chaos. Russia itself is racked with inter
strife v-.hi 1 e the national movements in
side the Soviet Republics and most importantly Ukraine are growing. The fear of Ukrainian nationalism by the elite of these
Continued on page 16
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countries is evidence by their treatment of
those who are willing to open with their
views. They know that for every Ukrainian
willing to suffer for his beliefs there are
tens of thousands who are sympathetic and
who would support them in any other situation but the one they are in at the mo.nent.
Every empire in the history of this world
was- able to sustain itself until external
forces began to pick it apart. Internally
the Soviet Union will be able to sustain
itself for an indefinite period of time,
but once outside pressure is applied, the
system will collapse. This is what happened in the second world war during Hitler's
attack, but the Soviet Union was saved by
Russian nationalism.
As Ukrainian students in Canada we can con
tribute tremendously to the outside forces
that will eventually brin; about the downfall of the present imperialist system.
We
can influence action by the Western powers.
We can even organize ourselves militarily.
At any rate, anything that we can do
will
be looked on with great interest
bv our
brothers in Ukraine from whom the "final ac
tiers eventually must come. We should be
en exarole to them, an inspiration
to them.

At last the winds of fortune seem to be
blowing in our favour. Its up to us to
make the most out of what we have. It
should be more than enough to accomplish
our aims. The greatest thing we have going for us is the fact that our cause is
just. It may seem funny, but we are the
good-guys.
This is why I feel that until there exists
an independent and secure Ukrainian State,
Ukrainians in Canada and particularly the
Ukrainian ycuth should look more and work
more towards helping their people rather
than the Canadian State, though this must
be done without forgetting the fact that
we have been born in Canada.

Let us be the last generation
of Ukrainians to have to fight for the
goal of natibe
tlon Until th1s 3»a 1 is accom!,
i?
plished,
Ukrainian Canadians should consider themselves Ukrainians
first and anything else second. This means
setting all
cettv religious and ideological
prejudices
aside. We should do so not
because heredity is stronger than environment
for this
varies with the individual,
but because
trie particular
situation we are in dictates that we must do so.
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226 Bathurst Street,
Toronto, Ontario.
Telephone: 363-4374

EMPIRE DRUG
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801 Selkirk Ave.
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Winnipeg, Manitoba

In the August 1975 issue
of STUDENT
an incomplete and incorrect
list

of donations was published.
Below
we publish a corrected updated
list.
To our donors, please accept
our apologies.

$10.00
STUDENT FUND

$100.00
Future Bakery
$50.00
P. Boshyk
Y. Botiuk
H. Cholkan
R. Paladijchuk

$30.00

Firchuk's Textiles

Denison Hardware
Cr. Hlibovich
L. Markevych
Metro Fabrics
Ry-Port Meats
Unity Grill
Watch Repairs
486| Queen St.
W. H. Lake Hardware
Witer's Meat Market
W. Sidlar
$6.00

-

Y. Brygidyr

$25.00
Astro Travel
M. Kopystansky

Niagara Jewellers
Ontario Meat Mkt.
Shumsky Jewellers
Ukrainian Art
Ceramic Centre
$20.00
Arka, Queen St.

$5.00
Broda
Dolnycky
Dr. Maleckyj
Mary's Flower Shop
Pawitch Meat Market
S. Serna
D.
A.

$2.00
Panama Shoes

$15.00

Medycky Textiles

Boychuk Real Estate
Shushak

V.

SUSK FUND
$25
$3.000..
Mr. Walter Petryshyn, Toronto

Mr. B. Sorokiwsky, Toronto
Mr. I. Bardyn, Toronto

Medycky Fabrics, Toronto
W. Hrynyk
Toronto
W. Sochaniwsky, Toronto
Lada Hirnyj, Toronto
M. Wawryshyn, Toronto
& Marusia Spolsky, Toronto
P. Mazurenko, Toronto

$500
Molson Cos. Donations Fund

Mr.
Dr.
Ms.
Mr.
Yuri
Mr.

$250
Mr.

R.

Wrzesneskyj, To-onto

$150
Babyn, Toronto
Ukrainian National Ass'n, Toronto

Dr. R.

$20

$100
So-Use Credit Unfen, Toronto
Ukrainian Credit Union, Toronto
St. Josaphat's Credit Union,
Toronto
Ihor & Bohdanka Chuma, Toronto
Anonymous Toronto
,

Mr. I. Jaciw, Toronto
Mr. M. Junyk, Toronto
Alaska Fuel Ltd. , Toronto
Mr. P. A. Wolanski, Richmond, B.C.
Mr. I. Izio, Edmonton

$10
Mr. J.

Gregory, Edmorton
Donut House Co. Ltd. Toronto
,

$50
Ms. Olya Kuplowsky, Toronto
Mr. R. Paladiychuk, Toronto
Mr. P. Jacyk, Toronto
Mr. D. Baranowsky, Toronto

Firchuk Textiles, Toronto
Arka Book Store, Toronto
Trident Insurance, Toronto
I
Pawych Toronto
Mr. B. Wintonyk, Edmonton
Mr. R.M. Kostuk, Toronto
.

,

,

ERATUM:
According to our last issue it
was reported that Yuri Fedyk
filled the position of Treasurer
and Maria Huska filled the position of Corresponding Secretary.
In fact he was Corresponding
Secretary while she was Treasurer.
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The National Executive of SUSK is organizing a tour to Ukraine which would take
place at the beginning of the suimier of
1976.
It is hoped that by flying to a
point in Europe and then taking a train
or driving into the Soviet Union, members of the tour will be able to save a
substantial amount of money (about $150).
However, before a formal contract is
signed for this tour, the National Executive is asking for a response to this
suggestion:
please write to SUSK, 191
Lippincott Street, Toronto, with the
following information:
1) Is the end of May and beginning of
June a good time;
2) Would you be favourably disposed to
camm'na instead of living in a hotel
(a saving of about $10.00 per day);
3) Which centres would you prefer to see;
4) Travel by car, by train, or by charter
bus

0

Ay* irA ft-,-^ 4rJl 4v4S *r ^ 4r ^

TOUR TO UKRAINE

^

Please let us know by January 15, 1976
If we do not have a sufat the latest.
ficient response by that time, we will
not proceed with this plan.
We are planning for 80 people.
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Hon. John Munro
Minister Responsible
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Box

K1N 8Z9

L'hon John Munro
Minstre charged
du multlculturalisme

366, Station A,

Ottawa
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UKRAINIAN-CANADIAN

WOMEN'S
ART EXHIBITION

1
November 9

-

30

TORONTO

Harbourfront Art Gallery

Canadian
ART STUDENTS' EXHIBITION

Ukrainian
Art Foundation

In this year's exhibition
at the institute
which lasted from J uly l
9t h through Septem
ber 6th, the following young
artists

parti
EUGENE BOJARSKY PETER BOSY
CHR
JJU! «SZY«i. VICTORIA
KULCZYCKY. SUSA
^
KRATKA, MARTA NAWROCKY GIDEJ
CHRIS OS TAP
AND IRENE P0P0KYCH.

TORONTO,
I

Clpated:

' ^&

//0

|||^

SCUBA'S HAIRDRESSING
CREATIVE HAIRSTYLING

:

Men's, Ladies' & Children

Appointments Available Closed on Monday
1578 Arlington Street

^'

WINNIPEG TEXTILES
^KPA'tHCbKft

MAIN ST

\4*

,
VERA CREDIT UNION
777 Pritchard Ave,

Winnipeg, Manitoba

the

the Canadian

I

opening of
Gallery

Sa

turday, November 29, in the
presence of Ukrainian Cath
olic

\
J

—

The
community

Ukrainian Art

Foundation and
I

I

and

Orthodox

noted artists and

clergy,

civic

lead-

ers.

Bishop Borecky led off the
of speakers by stressing
the role of Ukrainian art
the development of Canada.

I

list

The gallery was funded by

I

Michael and Jaroslawa Shafraniuk,
who
donated the I
three-story building housing!
the gallery and their collecf
tion of works by major con- I
temporary Ukrainian artiste.
[

Among the artists present
at the opening ceremony were I
I

All are from the University
of Illinois in
Chicago with the exception of Marta
Nawroc
4- who is from Queens college in
New York,
iney have chosen a name for
themselves EPHEMERON.
ITiere

a special need among Ukraini

an students of art, who often
do not find
support in their immediate
surroundings to
have an institution of
art chat they can
look toward for recognition.
,

992

Ont.

Ukrainian

||

,

We, a group of Ukrainian art students, have organized an art exhibit, Ephemercn, for the putlic.
At the exhibit you will encounter our paintings, photograghs,
prints, ceramics, and sculDtures.
Each of us possesses a stronger
and a weaker preference for sDecific fields in art thus far experienced. We all aspire to raster a more specific art form and
technique on the basis of indivi
ual interests, and recognized st
rengths and weaknesses. Therefor
e, we view the progress in our
artistic development as a learning process and appreciate obiec
tive criticism.

local

inaugurated

,

Omelian Maiuryk from Paris, I
France, Leo
from Win-I
nipeg, Man., William Kurelek,

and Yuriy Kozak,

who

re-f

presented his father, Edward.

The

I

gallery,

located
at I
Street West, is I

2395 Bloor
open Mondays through Sa-I
turdays, 12:00 noon to 8:00|
p.m., except Wednesdays.
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NASHYM DITIAM -0PLDM
St. Mary's Credit Union
278 Bathurst St.
Toronto, M5T 2S3, Ont.
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HELP!

"STUDENT" PRESS FUND

SUSK

FUND

The Ukrainian Canadian Students' Union
can operate only with the generous support of members of the community.
We
depend on community support for over 90%
of our funds.

"Student" depends on the support of its
readership in order to continue publiEach year we have greater difshing.
ficulties publishing regularly due to a
Please help us publish
lack of funds.
regularly by supporting the "Student"
Publishing Fund. Please make your
cheque or money order payable to:

Please help us continue our activities
by donating to the SUSK Fund.

Your donation is income tax deductible.
Please make contri cutions payable to the
Ukrainian Canadian Committee Trust and
mail to:

191

LIPPINCOTT

TORONTO

..
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-
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MICHAEL'S FORMAL WEAR

CySevs'kyj. A History of Ukrainian Literature Translated
by D. Ferpuson
Gorsline, and U. Petyk; Edited by G. S. N. Luckyj
1975. 696p. /
/
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84 Selki
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Winnipeg,

Manitoba
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